About the Job

Akamai is building new solutions for the cloud Web Application Firewall that require massive data analysis. The developer’s job will be to design, develop and deploy security web applications that will serve end-users, 3rd party companies and security professionals. The developer will need to quickly adapt solution to the ever-changing world of making the web a secure environment.

About the Team

The web security team is focused on leveraging Akamai’s core strengths of its highly distributed cloud-based platform that already serves up to 30% of the traffic on the web and the massive amount of HTTP data it has access to as a result to define industry leading web security products that provides rapid visibility and control for protection against constantly changing attack profiles. The Web Security Team is part of Akamai’s Emerging Products Division and as a part of that group, you’ll be working on innovating and developing new and groundbreaking BigData products in the largest scales with real time needs and world impact.

Responsibilities

* Design and develop UI and API for security applications
* Interact with security experts to adjust security solutions for their needs
* Keep up to date with advances in computer technology and how they affect the business environment
* Collaborate with the product team and web designers during the design process

Basic Qualifications

- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science
- 1+ years of Java software development
- 1+ years experience building web applications with rich client side in either JQuery, ExtJs, Dojo or similar client-side framework
- Natural developer with quick learning skills and implementation capabilities along with high creativity
- Be adaptable and able to pick up new techniques
- Have good interpersonal and communication skills

Desired Qualifications

* Experience developing in SaaS environments
* Experience with web application firewall (WAF) concepts and technologies
* Graphical development skills

Please send your CV to careeril@akamai.com
For more positions pls. Visit our career web site: 